Simple and complete subjects and predicates

Grade 5 Sentences Worksheet

Are the underlined words the:
- simple subject
- complete subject
- simple predicate, or
- complete predicate?

**simple subject** 1. The little **baby** was crying all night.

________________ 2. Her mom and her dad are going on a cruise for vacation.

________________ 3. The **talented singer** has many fans who are watching him tonight.

________________ 4. The mayor and his family **live** in the house on the corner.

________________ 5. The child in the **yellow dress** can dance very well.

________________ 6. The table in the corner has been empty all day.

________________ 7. My son **gets** a new video game every year.

________________ 8. The beautiful **flowers** in the garden **grow** taller every day.

________________ 9. You and I can visit my brother who **lives** in Atlanta.

________________ 10. The movie on the television is a classic that my parents both love.
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Answers

1. simple subject  The little baby was crying all night.

2. complete predicate  Her mom and her dad are going on a cruise for vacation.

3. complete subject  The talented singer has many fans who are watching him tonight.

4. simple predicate  The mayor and his family live in the house on the corner.

5. complete subject  The child in the yellow dress can dance very well.

6. complete predicate  The table in the corner has been empty all day.

7. simple predicate  My son gets a new video game every year.

8. simple subject  The beautiful flowers in the garden grow taller every day.

9. complete predicate  You and I can visit my brother who lives in Atlanta.

10. complete subject  The movie on the television is a classic that my parents both love.